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Thanks to you, we are growing faster than
we can build. Our existing logistics space
is no longer sufficient; we have therefore
rented two additional large warehouses
to bridge the gap until construction of
our own new and extension buildings is
complete. Everything is focused on you
not noticing anything. For instance, our
warehouse has been running for quite
some time on 24-hour operation – so that
we may continue to process each of your
orders with the necessary care.
The upcoming cold season is traditionally the hottest time of the year for retail –
and thus also for us as a distributor – at
least until Christmas. For shops, this is
mostly about offering additional benefits
and services, with the purpose of binding customers, despite digital competition and alternatives to in-store shopping.
It is true: success comes to those who
best find the balance between offline and
online, demand and supply, service and
annoyance.
In order to make ourselves ready for the
year-end sprint and, whenever possible
be able to deliver, we have increased our
inventory anew.
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A final note on our own behalf: we place
great value on expertise and, therefore,
provide traineeships in nearly all our
departments – training our professionals
of tomorrow. We currently still have trainee
positions available, even for those who
decide last-minute. If you know someone
worth recommending, please let me know!
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Meet your customers’ expectations with a portable POS printer from Epson

To find out more visit www.epson.eu
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Citizen installation printers
for kiosk systems...........................................24

Stay in touch with us and visit us today
on Facebook and Twitter. Learn about insights in our company, latest product news
and much more as a FAN on Facebook or
FOLLOW US on Twitter!
From processing sales on the shop floor to taking payments at the table, deliver an enhanced customer
experience with receipt, barcode and label printing with Epson’s reliable and robust portable POS printers.
Print receipts at the roadside or create labels on the warehouse floor using the TM-P20, TM-P60II Receipt/
Peeler or TM-P80 printers, with features including direct printing from web browsers on tablets and mobile
devices. With an industry-leading operational battery life of up to 46 hours in BT mode and 16 hours with
Wi-Fi on, they’re ideal for queue busting, order taking and shelf-edge labelling, giving staff the flexibility to
interact with customers in new ways.
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MARKET NEWS
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INCREASE EVOLIS SALES FOR PREMIUMS VALUED AT UP TO 500 EUROS 2

GETAC RX10: SMALL, LIGHTWEIGHT
AND HIGHLY ROBUST

The outlook is excellent for you as a
Jarltech reseller: win the national title in
the category of best Evolis reseller! The
prizes are attractive premiums valued at
up to 500 euros.

The Getac RX10 highlights ergonomics
combined with reliability and proven endurance. Equipped with the efficient Intel
Core M processor and up to 8 GB RAM,
the hard-wearing tablet works as a powerful support in the field, no matter where
– even in extreme temperatures ranging
between -21 °C to +55 °C. The extremely
bright full HD touch display with 800 Nits
ensures for optimal readability, even in

70 INCHES FOR MORE ATTENTION

EMEA.

iiyama’s largest touchmonitor has more
to offer than just 70 inches. The ProLite TH7067MIS-B1AG offers optimal
multi-media support in educational institutions, conference centres and in
corporate meeting rooms. Thanks to the
integrated whiteboard function, documents may be both displayed and interactively edited, expanded upon and
saved locally – all without an extra PC.
The integrated browser simplifies direct
access to web applications. Even when
used as interactive digital display and
advertising space in retail, as well as a
directional signpost at events, exhibitions and in hotels, 70 inches ensure for
major presence.

epson.jarltech.com

www.iiyama.com

How? Simply:

Do what you always do – just more of it!
Sell more Evolis card printers in the 4th
quarter than you did during the same
time period last year and make yourself
the winner: the reseller with the best
sales figures per participating country
wins. You don't even have to register;
you are automatically registered starting with ten Evolis printers sold during
the campaign period.

HONEYWELL PC42T: FREE
WARRANTY EXTENSION TO 3 YEARS 3

evolis.jarltech.com

honeywell.jarltech.com

direct sunlight. Even in wet conditions it
responds reliably to handling with your
finger, a pen, gloves and a digitalizer –
optionally even via a practical rubberized
keyboard. The bottom line here: everything
you need for uninterrupted operation in
tough environmental
conditions!

www.getac.com
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Honeywell is aware of their PC42t desktop printer's
quality – don't miss profiting from it yourself! Starting now, Honeywell offers you a free upgrade from
the standard 1-year warranty to 3 years.3 In order
to benefit from the warranty extension, simply
register each PC42t printer within 60 days after
the purchase on this web page: www.honeywellpromotions.com/pc42t/ – that's all!

IMPRINT
ELEGANCE MEETS HI-TECH:
DATALOGIC HERON HD3430
At the modern POS functionality is not the
only priority. Datalogic knows this and
brings the same chic housing as the 1D
model with its new Heron HD3430. The new
model for 2D barcodes is available in carbon fiber or white-silver, and upgrades
every POS.

up to 3 units. The Datalogic Heron HD3430
trumps with its powerful 2D scan engine
and its individual concept. Thanks to the
fully programmable LED lighting and the
possibility of easily visible logo placement
on the scanner, the Heron HD3430 give
companies and brand name presence a
real added value.

EARN AMAZON VOUCHERS
VALUED AT UP TO 750 EUROS
WITH ZEBRA WING EXPRESS

NEW FROM DATALOGIC:
QUICKSCAN QD2131

The programmable color LEDs are
an optical highlight and provide excellent extra support of your customers'
brand image. But its technical side will
also win you over: thanks to its outstanding scan engine, the HD3430 easily recognizes all types of 2D and 1D codes, even
postal codes and images.

Datalogic’s QuickScan family
grows with the QD2131, which
scores through reliable 1D
barcode capture at a very affordable
price. The series' corded desktop model
offers an extra long scan line to ensure
reliable scanning at short distances, no
matter whether printed or from a display. It is thus suitable for numerous
application areas from mobile marketing to document recording in offices
and administration.

67 % DISCOUNT 1 ON THE
DATALOGIC HERON HD3430
Jarltech offers you as a reseller a
67 % demo discount1 on the new 2D
imager Heron HD3430 until the end
the year; as a Datalogic Channel partner

datalogic.jarltech.com

1) Offer valid in EMEA until 31 December 2015, discount on the list price, maximum one unit for resellers and a maximum of 3 units for Datalogic Channel partners;
only for resellers. 2) Offer valid during the campaign period (1 October to 20 December 2015), participation starts with ten printers sold in the following countries: D,
AT, CH, DK, NL, BE, PL, F, ES, UK. The winners will be notified. Premiums subject to delivery; equivalent replacement if not available. 3) Offer valid until 31 December
2015 in EMEA. 4) Promotional period is from 2 November to 18 December 2015, also valid with project purchases, only for registered resellers; each reseller can
win maximum one voucher, ten vouchers available, each value twice: 750, 400, 350, 300, 250 euros. Winners will be notified. The promotion is valid exclusively for
WiNG Express products and does not apply to WiNG 5 products.
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ZEBRA RFD8500: TURN A MOBILE
COMPUTER INTO AN RFID READER

Zebra’s WiNG Express offers businessclass WLAN in a way you never knew before: simple and affordable! Install powerful and versatile wireless networks at your
customers' premises, and expand them as
needed with growing requirements.

With the RFD8500 you expand the capabilities of almost any computer to the
functionality of a mobile RFID and barcode reader. Just connect a compatible
mobile computer via Bluetooth and you
have a powerful RFID reader at a minimal
cost. Attach the mobile device directly to
the RFD8500, or carry it in your pocket –
depending on the application, both are
possible.

zebra.jarltech.com

www.jarltech.com
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TITLE: PAYPOINT POS SYSTEMS

JARLTECH: NETWORKING EVENTS

magnetic
stripe
reader

barcode
scanner

EVENTS
tiltable
touch
screen

Networking with Jarltech
In spite of change, three networking dates are written in stone in the Jarltech
annual calendar: the large partner event on the occasion of the GITEX in
Dubai, as well as two networking »home games« in Frankfurt am Main. Why?
A good rapport with our partners, open communication – that is the best base
for business success.

customer
display

Jarltech GITEX After-Show Networking
The networking event in Dubai this year was the
largest to date. With an impressive setting in the
background, Jarltech employees came together
with customers from the region and international
vendors to exchange ideas and develop (and expedite) projects – a real success for all participants!

cash
drawer with
check
slot

receipt
printer

FINALLY, THE SWISS ARMY
KNIFE OF POS SYSTEMS

Jarltech Networking Dinner
In October a relaxed get-together was also the
focus in Frankfurt. The »host country« China, as
well as live music and excellent food, made this
evening unforgettable. From fortune cookies to
ping pong to Chinese rice liquor – more than 200
guests celebrated well into the night!

OR, HOW ELO TOUCH SOLUTIONS STAKES EVERYTHING ON ONE CASH REGISTER
The dream of many retailers is finally being fulfilled: with just one device you equip the complete
POS! Elo Touch Solutions has taken on the challenge and presents you with the all-in-one POS
system PayPoint. Its special feature: all-in-one
here truly means that all fathomable peripheral
devices are already integrated into the system –
cash drawer, receipt printer, customer display,
barcode scanner and magnetic stripe reader.

PayPoint: with Windows, with Android and with
an iPad docking tray. This way, you offer your customers the system that best works for them.
Learn more from your customer service representative and be among the first to cash in
with PayPoint – call now!

Never before has it been more exciting to feature
the POS as the focal point in the store – with all the
digital possibilities to reward customers for their
loyalty, to ensnare them, to integrate new payment
methods and to ensure for quick customer service. Elo takes this into account and offers both
you and your customers three versions of the
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Elo calls on interested developers to develop software solutions for PayPoint. For this purpose,
the manufacturer offers a
Software Development Kit
(SDK) – for rapid integration of the hardware.

www.jarltech.com
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RETAIL: SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

With Zebra One Store you can combine in-store, online and mobile channels to create a highly convenient shop that people feel
is designed for them. From greeting a shopper by name in-store, to delivering at home on the hour they demand (including same
day), to offering rewards based on what they like, you can offer the solutions to bring the personal back to retailing. With One
Store, whatever size of business, and however many stores, they can build closer relationships with their customers through
surprising, rewarding and enjoyable shopping experiences.

THE FIVE PILLARS OF ONE STORE INCLUDE

STORE MOBILITY
Giving staff mobile devices to better
assist customers find, try and buy
what they want.

DELIVERY
Allow shoppers to blend delivery, click
and collect, drop boxes and more, to build
delivery around their schedules.

LOYALTY
Detailed insight on shoppers allows on
shoppers gives the ability to offer rewards
people really want.

BRAND EXPERIENCE
Delivering a consistent brand
experience online, in-store and mobile.

BIG DATA
Using analytics to turn data into advantage
– such as seeing what’s selling, to what
delivery routes can be improved, to what
marketing campaigns work.

FOR MORE ON HOW ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES CAN HELP YOUR RETAIL CUSTOMERS
OFFER A MORE REWARDING SHOPPING EXPERIENCE VISIT ZEBRA.COM/ONESTORE.
8
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RETAIL: SHOPPING EXPERIENCE

MEMOR X3:
A POCKET-SIZED MANAGER
The guarantor for stocked shelves
and current stock quantities.

QUALITY SEAL »GREEN SPOT«:
All Datalogic barcode scanners, even those
in mobile computers, feature Datalogic's
patented »Green Spot« technology.

Available with WLAN,
Bluetooth and scanner

� The function: a green LED dot appears
upon each successful scanned barcode –
directly on the barcode.
� The benefit: the person scanning
knows immediately that the barcode was
captured and therefore does not need to
take his attention off the barcode.

HERON HD3430:
THE FASHION ICON

Laser vs. Imager

A shining example for
demanding retailers.

Also available as a
1D variant, the HD3130

The laser scanner features a scan
line and exclusively reads printed
linear barcodes.

QUICKSCAN QD2131:
THE PRICE CHAMPION

KEEPING AN EYE ON RETAIL

The budget-conscious alternative
for the retail checkout.

The linear imager features an integrated camera which also captures
barcodes – but also from reflecting
displays.

Also available wirelessly
or as a 2D variant

OR, WHY YOU SCORE BIG WITH YOUR
RETAIL CUSTOMERS AND DATALOGIC

The camera in the area imager captures an entire area, and consequently also recognizes complex
stacked and 2D barcodes.

GRYPHON GPS4400:
Datalogic's new barcode imagers promise your retail customers the best performance – and not just at the highly important
checkout. While the classical laser scanner only captures printed
barcodes, the Datalogic imagers keep you up-to-date with the
times: you also capture barcodes from smartphone displays, a
decisive factor in digital couponing applications. The Datalogic
mobile computers are also available with imaging technology. This
particularly simplifies scanning-intensive applications at the store
level (inventory, shelf refilling, etc.).
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The scanning specialists at Datalogic know what they are doing.
For decades retailers around the world have benefited from the
innovations of this Italian mid-sized company. Datalogic has now
completed the current product lines: in the future you opt even
more flexibly between special models for 1D barcodes (à lower
price) and those which also capture 2D barcodes (à more versatility) – depending on your customers' requirements.

www.jarltech.com

THE CALMING INFLUENCE
Highly developed presentation
scanner for high throughput.

It does everything: decodes
1D and 2D barcodes

Jarltech offers you the entire range of Datalogic
scanners and mobile computers – on average direct
from stock. Simply call your sales representative!

www.jarltech.com
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RETAIL: MOBILE POS PRINTING

TURN STATIONARY INTO MOBILE
OPT FOR MOBILITY AT THE POS WITH EPSON'S NEW TM-M30
Epson has developed a new POS printer specifically for usage with mobile devices: the TMm30 is a stationary receipt printer through and
through, but is designed for convenient use
with a tablet PC. It thus follows the tradition set
up by previous Epson TM-Intelligent printers
while at the same time giving you as a reseller
additional possibilities with regard to customer
requirements.

MOBILE POS OFFER DISTINCTIVE ADVANTAGES IN
BOTH FLEXIBILITY AND
CUSTOMER SERVICE.“
The TM-m30 is one of the most compact POS
printers on the market. Your customers receive
with the TM-m30 an elegant, extremely compact
and flexible printing system. Whether vertically
or horizontally, on the wall or under the sales
counter – you choose the mounting option of this
compact printer depending on the requirements.

WHY ALL THIS?

The TM-m30 offers you the opportunity to set
up an extremely compact checkout at your customers' without much effort or spending a lot
of money – in addition to a stationary checkout
or instead of it. Tablets & co. are becoming ever
more important as sales-supporting tools in retail. This results simply from their greater mobility
which gives huge benefits in terms of flexibility
and customer service.

FOR WHOM?

Epson developed the TM-m30 specifically for retail and hospitality: restaurants, bars, temporary
counter areas at events, etc. – for everyone, for
example, who is looking to switch from a stationary to a tablet POS, or who wish to offer additional services. The TM-m30 will particularly impress
your customers whose space is very limited.

WHO INVENTED IT?

Epson, of course. The original ePOS Print technology ensures that printing functions entirely
driver-independent of iOS, Android, Windows
and Windows Mobile. Simply connect the mobile
device via the NFC chip integrated into the printer, or via Ethernet, Bluetooth or WLAN – done!
Very practical: ESC/POS and ePOS Print may be
used at the same time.
Order the TM-m30 with your sales
representative – call now!

RX10

TM-M30 TO
THE POINT
• Slim housing
and a small footprint
• Flexible: depending
on its installation receipt output is either in
the front or on the top
• Greyscale printing
at up to 200 mm/sec.
• ePoS Print SKD for iOS,
Android, Windows and
Windows Mobile

In combination with the perfectly
matched DM-D30 customer display you easily
replace existing stationary
systems.

Fully Rugged Tablet

2 IN 1, MOBILITY
WITHOUT COMPROMISE
Getac Technology GmbH +49 (0) 211 984 819-0
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Sales-Getac-DACH@getac.com

www.getac.com

MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES: OPERATING SYSTEMS

WHAT IS THE SUCCESSOR TO
WINDOWS EMBEDDED HANDHELD 6.5?

COMPARISON OF OPERATING SYSTEMS

+
+
+
+
+
+

Stable and mature platform
Full enterprise adoption
Enterprise application availability
Reuse of existing applications
Low risk of deployment
Minimal staff retraining

+ Strong application
developer ecosystem
+ Large base of consumer applications
+ High pace of innovation and
new feature enhancements
+ Highly flexible for deployment of
custom hardware, software,
and peripherals
+ Application portability across a
wide range of enterprise
and consumer device types

+ Highly secure system, targeting
the enterprise
+ “Universal App” portability
between Windows 8 devices
+ Robust application development
environment with XAML
+ Extended support cycle (5 years)
+ Minimal fragmentation across
device manufacturers
+ Microsoft sharing roadmap &
receiving input from OEMs

– Will not fully leverage latest
generation silicon
– Hardware refresh options may
be limited
– Support through 2020, yet limited
new functionality
– Apps not portable to newer OSes
– Software ecosystem investment
will migrate to newer OSes

– Limited enterprise application
availability
– Roadmap not shared,
with no OEM input
– No enterprise startup customization
allowed with GMS
– Consumer focused roadmap
– Highly fragmented based on
evolving OS feature set and
OEM customization
– Support is OEM responsibility

– No background tasks / apps
– Data sharing limited to
enterprise-signed apps
– Minimal consumer/enterprise
apps in the marketplace
– Software partner ecosystem
just emerging
– No support for CCX

ALL THREE OPERATING SYSTEMS HAVE ADVANTAGES AND DISADVANTAGES!

CT50 MOBILE COMPUTER
• Powerful quad-core processor with 2.26 GHz
• Extra-bright 4.7"
touch display
• Integrated 2D barcode
scanner and auto-focus
camera
• Robust housing with
IP67 certification and
impact protection
• Usable within a temperature range of
-20° to +50°C

The most used and most widely supported mobile operating system for enterprise operations –
Windows Embedded Handheld 6.5 (WEH 6.5) – is nearing its end of life. Microsoft is ending
support of WEH 6.5 at the beginning of 2020, while many manufacturers will end their support
much earlier than that. There is no clear-cut migration path for the millions of business users
that depend on it. Which leads to the question: what to do?

COMPLAINING WILL NOT HELP

ANDROID, IOS OR ANOTHER WINDOWS VERSION?

This is a significant end-of-life issue because
many WEH 6.5 applications will not be compatible with Microsoft’s next-generation mobile operating systems. Thousands of enterprises will
need to replace their WEH 6.5 devices and software by 2020, at the latest. What this boils down
to is that enterprises today have the rare opportunity to assess their mobility requirements,
redefine their mobile strategies and commit to
the operating system that best meets their longterm vision.

Microsoft recommends that WEH 6.5 users
switch to either Windows Embedded 8.1 Handheld or Windows 10. The inhibition to stay away
from Microsoft all together is lower than ever. In
the meantime though, there are also more operating system alternatives for industrial applications
now, in areas requiring robust mobile devices and
professional data capture. Both Google's Android
and Apple's iOS offer certain advantages, depending on the enterprise and the application, but
at the same time they are also limited.

WHAT'S NEXT FOR WINDOWS MOBILE?
Mobile 6.5

Embedded Compact 7

Windows Phone 8.1

Windows
"Redstone"

2009 | 2010 | 2011 | 2012 | 2013 | 2014 | 2015 | 2014 | 2015 | 2016 | 2017 | 2018 | 2019 | 2020
Windows Phone 7
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Windows Phone 8

www.jarltech.com

Windows 10 Mobile

End-of-life
for Mobile 6.5

THE CHOICE IS UP TO YOU!
Honeywell has helped guide thousands
of organizations through mobile strategy
decisions and technology rollouts and has
successful customers that use Android,
iOS and Windows Embedded Handheld
devices.
Honeywell sees value in all three principal
mobile operating systems and wants its
customers to have the full choice of options for their next-generation mobile OS.
Enterprises should not be forced into an
OS in order to get the type of device or
software they prefer. Instead, the choice
should be made based on the OS-device
combination that provides the most value
through its functionality and compatibility
with enterprise preferences for software,
device type, AIDC capabilities and support requirements. This means maximum
functionality and conformity with device
preferences, the possibilities for electronic data capture, as well as for support
requirements.

HONEYWELL – AND
EVERYTHING IS POSSIBLE
Therefore, Honeywell is committed to offering solutions for Android, iOS and Windows Embedded Handheld, and is the
only enterprise computer manufacturer to
do so. By offering products and support
for all three operating systems, Honeywell
can help ensure that you, as well as each
enterprise customer, will select the solution that best meets the specific needs.

”

THE NEWEST GENERATION FROM
HONEYWELL GIVES YOU A CHOICE.“

The newest generation of devices from
Honeywell gives you your choice: mobile
computers such as the CT50 are currently
available with either Android 4.4 or Windows Embedded 8.1 Handheld. Each version may also be easily upgraded to Android M or Windows 10, as needed.

www.jarltech.com

FOR MORE INFORMATION AND AN INDIVIDUAL CONSULTATION, SIMPLY CONTACT YOUR CUSTOMER SERVICE REPRESENTATIVE – CALL NOW!
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CASE STUDY: WING EXPRESS

ZEBRA WIRELESS MAKES
TWOGETHER STAFF MORE PRODUCTIVE

WiNG Express
Virtual Manager

RESULTS

The Zebra network has removed a lot of the hassle
from the working day for Twogether staff. They can
now move throughout the building without losing
connection or vital data. Staff can gain access
to the large amounts of data they need from the
network quickly and easily, and hold multiple-user
videoconferences with customers without worrying about delays on the line or lost connections.

”

The Zebra wireless
network has had an
immediate impact on our
business. Since the extremely rapid installation,
which was carried out
during a busy working
day, we've seen a huge
improvement in wireless
reliability and have
experienced a 30 %
reduction in support
calls. We've also got a
solution that we know we
can extend to keep up
with our rapid growth.“
Kirsty Gilchrist
Managing Director,
Twogether Creative

ity to collaborate with colleagues and clients
throughout its offices is crucial. The firm also
needed to be able to secure its data, while providing effective wireless for guest access and
staff bringing their own devices.

The nature of the business makes it important for
staff and guests to be able to move around the
office with their laptops, discussing their ideas
with colleagues and visiting clients.

Staff had to be able to download large files and
videoconference with clients. The new solution
also had to be scalable. Twogether is planning to
acquire more office space to expand its team, so
it was important to be able to extend the wireless
network easily into the new office.

CHALLENGE

Twogether Creative is housed over four floors in
an old, grade 1 listed building with thick walls. Its
wireless network was unreliable and staff would
often lose connections and data while moving
around the office. The IT helpdesk found itself
dealing with a high number of calls. Twogether
wanted to reduce the amount of money it was
spending on maintaining the existing network.
The firm wanted a new, fast, robust and secure
network that would be available everywhere in
the office. Most of Twogether’s hardware consists of wireless laptops and tablets, as the abil-
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Any faults on the network are now easy to
diagnose and solve with the user-friendly WiNG
Express management software before users even
notice them. The robust security has given the
business the confidence to allow employees to
bring in their own mobile devices to use on the
network.

A SPEEDY NEW WIRELESS NETWORK ENABLES
MARKETING CREATIVES TO WORK WITHOUT INTERRUPTION
Twogether Creative, based in Marlow, is a technology marketing agency with 80 employees.
The company prides itself on its deliberately distinctive approach to its work, which makes it
stand out from what it calls the ‘clutter of bland’.

www.jarltech.com

The new network runs so smoothly that users
barely notice it. All staff are far more productive and generally happier – the previous Wi-Fi
was always a cause for complaint among staff.
The team is 10-15 % more productive as a
direct result of installing the Zebra wireless
solution. The network has been so reliable that
network-related calls to the IT helpdesk have
dropped to zero.

AP7522E
Indoor 802.11ac
access point

When Twogether expands to another office, it will
be able to expand the network easily as the entire
network will be managed from a single point.

Twogether Creative

INDUSTRY
Marketing

CHALLENGE
Twogether's existing wireless network was unreliable, and the connection
often dropped as staff
moved around the office.
The business wanted a
fast, secure and robust
wireless network that
would work seamlessly
throughout the office

SOLUTION
• AP7522E Access Points
• WiNG Express Manager

RESULTS
• Fast, reliable wireless
connectivity is now
available throughout
the office
• Support calls have
dropped by 30 %

SOLUTION

Having thoroughly researched the market, Twogether chose to implement a wireless network
from Zebra. As well as being robust and secure,
the Zebra solution was easy to manage and
maintain. The network, which was installed in
two hours, uses Zebra access points throughout
the building. WiNG Express Manager, with its
simple and clear interface, is used to manage the
network. When Twogether opens a second office
in Marlow, it will be able to extend the wireless
network between the two offices at minimal cost.

CUSTOMER

• Staff can download
large files and use
videoconferencing and
voice over IP without
interruption

TO DISCOVER THE ADVANTAGES THAT ZEBRA TECHNOLOGIES' WIRELESS
NETWORKS CAN BRING TO YOUR BUSINESS, PLEASE VISIT WWW.ZEBRA.COM

www.jarltech.com

• Twogether can extend
the network to its new
office easily and at
minimal cost
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JARLTECH: MARKETPLACE

ARE YOU ALREADY FAMILIAR WITH …

… THE JARLTECH
MARKETPLACE?

HIGH WI-FI PERFORMANCE.
LOW WI-FI PRICE.

Previously used devices and remaining stocks
reduced up to 60%
Find the best prices for printers, barcode scanners and mobile
computers at the Jarltech marketplace: hundreds of new and
used products with price savings of up to 60 % are waiting for
you to discover them. Each product is carefully inspected and
receives the corresponding quality seal. Platinum, gold, silver and
bronze make your selection process easy!

LABELS EXPLAINING THE
CONDITION OF THE DEVICES

PLATINUM

Factory new devices of discontinued models in
original packaging with the full vendor warranty.

GOLD

The device is as good as new and was checked and
completely cleaned by Jarltech or an appropriate repair centre. There are no signs of wear or scratches (e.g.
returned goods). The accessories are complete and
Jarltech repackages the device.

WiNG Express is Zebra’s powerful enterprise-class
WLAN operating system, wrapped in an easy-to-use
and easy-to-understand graphical user interface that
makes end-to-end WLAN management easy for smallto-medium-sized businesses (SMBs). Your customers
can have enterprise-class WLAN flexibility, with no
need for a dedicated IT department to manage things.

SILVER

The device was checked and completely cleaned
by Jarltech or an appropriate repair centre. There
are small signs of wear (e.g. small scratches on the
housing). The accessories are complete and Jarltech
repackages the device.

BRONZE

The device was checked and completely cleaned by
Jarltech or an appropriate repair centre. There are
small signs of wear (e.g. small scratches on the housing). Accessories might be missing, because they are
not available from the vendor any more. Jarltech repackages the device.

HERE'S HOW!
Marketplace

Go to
jarltech.com
and click on
“Marketplace”
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Select the
product

Contact
your sales
representative

www.jarltech.com

WiNG Express provides a competitive price model, while
delivering the same advanced brainpower as our WiNG 5
operating system. You can create “fully network aware”
WLANs for your customers, where the entire WLAN
infrastructure has the intelligence required to work together,
routing every transmission as efficiently as possible for
unsurpassed wireless performance.
With WiNG Express, your customers have all the benefits of
high-performance wireless connectivity, realistically priced
for smaller scale deployments.
Start with our controller-less architecture, where one
access point can control up to 24 additional access points,
and simply add an Express Manager when you need more
than 25 access points.

THE WiNG EXPRESS PORTFOLIO
WiNG EXPRESS ACCESS POINTS

WiNG EXPRESS CONTROLLERS

AP 6511E

AP 6521E

AP 6522E

NX 7510E

• Wallplate
• 802.11n
• Up to 300 Mbps
• 2X2 MIMO

• Indoor
• 802.11n
• Up to 300 Mbps
• 2X2 MIMO

• Indoor
• 802.11n
• Up to 600 Mbps
• 2X2 MIMO

• Express Manager appliance
• Up to 1,024 access points
• Includes 64 AP licenses

AP 7522E

AP 7502E

AP 6562E

VX 9000E

• Indoor
• 802.11ac
• Up to 867 Mbps
• 2X2 MIMO

• Wallplate
• 802.11ac
• Up to 867 Mbps
• 2X2 MIMO

• Outdoor
• 802.11n
• Up to 600 Mbps
• 2X2 MIMO

• Virtualized Express Manager
• Up to 1,024 access points
• Includes 64 AP licenses

zebra.com/wingexpress

PRINTING SYSTEMS: REAL-TIME DATA

track & monitor assets

OPTIMIZE, MINIMIZE, REDUCE

A STRONG TRIO

VM3
Fully networked vehicle
computer with a 12.1'' touch
display and individually
programmable function keys

Granit Series
Robust scanners with a highend engine for 1D and 2D barcodes, and an extremely long
reading distance of up to 16m

Compact4 Mobile
Network-capable label printer
for forklift mounting: unique, thanks to vibration
resistance and a direct connection to the forklift
battery; robust metal construction, high reliability
for 24/7 operation, high label throughput

YOUR EFFICIENT HARDWARE SOLUTION FOR FORKLIFTS IN THE WAREHOUSE
Why are companies tracking their trucks, trailers, cargo
containers, fixed assets and other high-value assets?
The simple answer: because a well-implemented tracking
solution drastically improves operational efﬁciency and can lead
to substantial cost savings. Some companies have seen up to
20% reduction in fuel costs alone. Distributors of temperature
sensitive goods can connect external sensors to create a
complete in-transit visibility solution for their supply chain. The
terminals can send alerts in real-time should the temperature
inside a container become too high or too low.
Visit www.jarltech.com or contact your sales representative to
find out how an asset tracking solution can help your business.

Increasing cost pressure gives managers of modern warehouses a long list of challenges: optimize the error rate during commissioning, reduce product storage times, minimize
personnel costs through improved utilization – in short, saving costs through increased efficiency. Time in today's warehouse has become synonymous with money.
Efficient, particularly error-free data capture on-site and in real
time affects the business operations of an entire company. The
actual inventory of materials, parts and products is the deciding
factor over production processes and delivery times. A decisive
role falls to workers who are mobile within a distribution center
or warehouse. After all, the range of movement of a warehouse
worker is considerable, depending on the task and size of the
premises. The shorter the path, the less time is lost.

WHAT DOES THIS MEAN FOR PROCESS OPTIMIZATION?
The smoother the individual work steps merge the better: capture
the product, book it in (or out) of the ERP system, print a label – a
typical process for forklift drivers. You achieve optimal processes in this case with a combination of three devices: a barcode
scanner, a network-capable vehicle computer and a label printer.
Exercise caution when choosing hardware though, because not
every device fulfills the high requirements on robustness, reliability and performance.

SIMPLY ORDER ALL THESE DEVICES WITH YOUR JARLTECH SALES
REPRESENTATIVE – GENERALLY DIRECT FROM STOCK. CALL NOW
FOR A NON-BINDING OFFER!

www.jarltech.com
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PRINTING SYSTEMS: PRODUCT UPGRADE

VERY GOOD TURNS
INTO BETTER
EVOLIS PRIMACY – NOW
WITH MORE FEATURES FOR
YOUR BUSINESS SUCCESS

EVERYONE IS SEEING BLACK! WHY?
On the occasion of Evolis' 15th company anniversary everyone
is seeing black: you now receive the top selling Primacy in a limited black edition! To commemorate the founding year, Evolis
has produced 2,000 pieces.

VERY GOOD TURNS INTO BETTER

Additional new features and variants improve the performance
of the Primacy, and make the customisation according to your
customers' wishes even easier:
A variant with an open output
hopper for self-service applications
A low card level sensor to prevent
interruptions during series printing

The version, produced for double-sided printing, has noble
glossy red-black housing, finished on the sides with a chic
carbon look. The anniversary model shows how flexibly Evolis reacts to individual requirements, and how much creativity
and innovation lies within the French company. From design
through development up to production: an Evolis card printer!
Take advantage of it.

UPDATE

RAM

300 x 600
300 x 1200
DPI

UPDATE

300 x 600
300 x 1200
DPI

In addition to the black version you
also receive free of charge:
• The professional software for card design:
cardPresso XS Edition with database connection
• A ribbon (YMCKO-K) for 200 printed cards
• 100 blank white cards

A UHF encoding option for more leeway
during access control and identification
Extended memory size and higher printing
resolutions for sharper images and text
UPDATE

RAM

300 x 600
300 x 1200
DPI

UPDATE

300 x 600
300 x 1200
DPI

A practical update tool for keeping
drivers and Firmware updated
The free-of-charge Premium Software
Development Kit (SDK) for quicker integration

More powerful

UPDATE

RAM

300 x 600
300 x 1200
DPI

More flexible

Starting in 2016 there will be even more enhancements:
UPDATE

RAM

300 x 600
300 x 1200
DPI

To be on the safe side, order yours directly with your
sales representative - remember, quantities are limited!

The optionally integrated LCD
display for simpler handling

UPDATE

An increased print speed for monochrome card printing
An electronic locking system for more security
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THE BEST PRINTER JUST GOT BETTER
With more than 50 000 units sold and more than 500 million cards printed
in 3 years, Primacy quickly became the benchmark for printing quality and
modularity. Today, Evolis goes further and introduces new features which
make the Primacy even more powerful and more flexible, to further enhance
customer experience and provide extra security.
Learn more on www.evolis.com/primacy

More ergonomic

PRINTING SYSTEMS: KIOSK PRINTING

PICTURE PUZZLE:
WHERE IS THE PRINTER?
CITIZEN INSTALLATION
AND KIOSK PRINTERS
AT JARLTECH:
Compact printing
units for 58 mm or
80 mm wide receipts –
inside and outside
Special feature:
various mounting
options for
flexible installation

-20
°C

Off you go: Citizen printers in more than 300 parcel delivery machines from the Austrian Post

PPU-700II
Installed printing unit
for extra-large rolls up
to 203 mm in diameter
Special feature:
to protect personal data
it retracts receipts left
behind after a
pre-defined
delay

DISCOVER THE »INVISIBLE« CITIZEN
PRINTERS – AS AN OPPORTUNITY
Citizen is known and renowned worldwide for
label and receipt printing. But what many people don't know is that Citizen is capable of much
more, and that they apply their know-how here to
an additional area: for top-quality variable installation printing systems and kiosk printers.
In combination with a mounted touch screen the
printing systems are perfect for easy input. Once
your customers wish to install self-service terminals, kiosk systems and automatic machines
with receipt issuance, think of Citizen first!
This applies to every self-service system requiring, or at least providing, receipt printing. Applications range from partially automatic lending
systems in libraries, video libraries, etc. to
waiting systems / queueing management (for
example, in administration) up to loyalty sys-
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tems in retail. Also keep Citizen in mind when
it comes to transportation, ticket and postage
stamp machines. Depending on the requirements profile perhaps even a standard POS
printer, such as the CT-S310II, or a ticket specialist like the CL-S400, will do just fine. Allow us to
advise you. Citizen has a wide range of reference
projects to offer in this area.
Naturally, you receive all Citizen printers and
their consumables at Jarltech – the majority
direct from stock! Contact your sales representative for more information – simply call
now.

CT-P291/CT-P293
Panel-mount printing
systems with long lifetimes for reliable print
results
Special feature:
also perfect for outdoor
use down to -20 °C

-20
°C

www.jarltech.com

SPARTE: BEITRAGS-NAME

SPARTE: BEITRAGS-NAME

TOP OFFERS

Do you want to know where the world is going?

BUY MORE – SAVE MORE!

BUY MORE, SAVE MORE!
Honeywell started their 2015 Super Scanner Promotion which
will help you with realising small and medium-sized projects. You
might also just stock up on discounted top-selling scanners. Do
not miss this opportunity to increase your margin and offer your
customers special prices yourself!

Simply purchase at least 5, 50 or 100 of the selected units of a
scanner family and receive a bigger discount per unit in each tier!*
Honeywell's Super Scanner Promotion applies to selected top sellers: With the Voyager 1200g, 1202g, 1400g, 1450g, 1452g, Hyperion 1300g and Granit 191xi families, you can rest assured to make
a profitable choice.

ZEBRA IS LEADING THE WAY

Granit 191xi

Voyager 1200g
Voyager 1202g

Zebra builds tracking technology and solutions that generate
actionable information and insight, giving companies unprecedented
visibility into their businesses by giving physical things a digital voice.
To learn more about how Zebra is making businesses as smart and
connected as the world we live, visit www.zebra.com.

Purchase or
, 50
at least 5 and
s
100 unit ge
ar
receive l s!*
t
discoun
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Voyager 1400g
Voyager 1450g
Voyager 1452g

Hyperion
1300g

* Offer valid until December 31, 2015 on selected products with
minimum order quantities; applies to standard reseller prices;
cannot be combined with other promotions, project prices or other
price exceptions. All offers are for resellers only, are non-binding and
subject to correction. Prices exclude VAT, images are similar, errors
and misprints excepted.

www.jarltech.com

©2015 ZIH Corp. All rights reserved.
Zebra and the stylized Zebra head are trademarks of ZIH Corp., registered in many jurisdictions worldwide.
All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.
www.jarltech.com
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Deliver on time, the first time, every time: The new Dolphin CT50.
One-hour delivery windows. Up-to-the-minute tracking. First-time deliveries,
every time. Delighting your customers is the cornerstone of your success in
this industry. And driving remarkable savings and responsiveness through
process automation is how you’ll do it every day, every route, anywhere in
the world: Introducing the new Dolphin™ CT50 Mobile Computer.
CHANGE YOUR PERSPECTIVE
Look closer at www.honeywellaidc.com/Perspectives-DolphinCT50

© 2015 Honeywell International Inc.
Dolphin is a trademark or registered trademark of Honeywell International Inc.

